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"New Plan to Rehabilitate Daraa Camp in Progress"

•

Palestinians in Thailand Appeal to UN to Urgently Step in

•

Talal Naji: 420 PFLP-GC Members Killed, 700 Injured since Outbreak of Syria War

•

Water Crisis Mars Civilians’ Life in Khan Dannun Camp for Palestinian Refugees

Latest Developments
Daraa governor said, following a field visit he paid a couple of days
earlier, that Daraa Camp for Palestinian refugees will be included in
a new plan devised by the Syrian authorities to rehabilitate
recaptured zones.
The governor said that all shelters in Daraa will be shut and the
residents will gain a safe access to their reconstructed towns.
He added that another quarter will be built at the ruins of Daraa
Camp, 80% of whose buildings have been reduced to rubble in the
bloody warfare.

The governor also said the local authorities do not intend to
evacuate the camp for the time being. However, instructions given
by the Syrian authorities green-lighted the return of all residents to
Daraa, except those taking shelter in the camp.
A mass exodus from Daraa Camp occurred as a result of the deadly
shelling rocking the area. Government onslaughts on the camp
using missiles and explosive barrels led to the destruction of 80% of
civilian buildings and facilities.

Daraa residents appealed to the Palestinian Authority, the Palestine
Liberation Organization, and UNRWA to make serious steps so as
to urge the Syrian government to secure their safe return to the their
homes and refugee camp.
Meanwhile, dozens of displaced Palestinian families in
Thailand have called on the United Nations to take action over the
threats of refoulement they have been facing after they overstayed
their visas.
The refugees appealed for serious measures to work out their legal
status, release those detained at Thai detention center, halt arbitrary
arrests, and secure their physical and moral protection.
The stranded refugees appealed to the UN to smooth the access of
holders of UN cards to safe destinations, where their children’s
rights to education, health care, and psychological support are met.
The refugees lashed out at the UNHRC in Thailand for failing to live
up to its mission in this regard under the pretext that the refugees
are not considered by the Thai authorities as asylum-seekers but
rather as lawbreakers.
Over 600 Palestinian refugees in Thailand, among them 50 from
Syria, have become on the verge of forcible deportation after the
Thai authorities rebuffed their appeals for visa-renewal.
In the meantime, deputy Secretary-General of the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) - General Command
(GC), Talal Naji, told Sputnik news site that 420 PFLP-GC fighters

were killed and 800 others injured since the outburst of the deadly
shootouts in Syria.
He added that through the eight-year conflict, PFLP-GC has stood
by the Syrian government, which he said has been targeted owing to
its pro-Palestine standpoint and nationalistic vision.

According to AlNaji the Arab Spring makes part of a conspiracy
seeking to liquidate the Palestinian cause and from which the Israeli
occupation has drawn extensive advantage.
At a press conference held in Moscow on October 26, AlNaji said
nearly 200,000 Palestinian refugees have fled the Syrian territories
since the outbreak of the conflict in 2011, prior to which as many as
500,000 used to take shelter in the country.
Meanwhile, residents of Khan Dannun Camp for Palestinian
refugees in Rif Dimashq have set off alarm bells over the acute water
crisis which has been ongoing for years, saying civilians have been
forced to purchase expensive tank water.
Water

supplies

are

repeatedly

cut

off

across

residential

neighborhoods in Khan Dannun, where civilians are left with no

other choice than to by drinking water from privately-owned tanks
at steep prices.
The residents expressed their anger as adjacent neighborhoods
inhabited by pro-government officials have been supplied with
drinking water nonstop.
The residents continue to call on the government institutions and
UNRWA to urgently step in and take serious measures in response
to the crisis.
Living conditions in Khan Dannun have sharply deteriorated due to
the lack of financial resources and high unemployment rates
wrought by the unbridled warfare.

